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Summary of completed work  
We developed a pipeline for geomorphological analysis that uses structure from motion (SfM) and deep 
learning on close-range aerial imagery to estimate spatial distributions of rock traits (diameter, size, and 
orientation) along a tectonic fault scarp. Our pipeline leverages UAS-based imagery to help scientists gain 
a better understanding of tectonic surface processes. We started by using SfM on aerial imagery to 
produce georeferenced orthomosaics and digital elevation models (DEM), then a human expert annotated 
rocks on a set of image tiles sampled from the orthomosaics. These annotations were used to train a 
deep neural network to detect and segment individual rocks in the whole site. This pipeline automatically 
extracted semantic information (rock boundaries) on large volumes of unlabeled, high-resolution aerial 
imagery, which allowed subsequent structural analysis to result in estimates of rock diameter, size, and 
orientation. Two experiments were conducted along a fault scarp in the Volcanic Tablelands near Bishop, 
California. We conducted the first experiment with a hexrotor and a multispectral camera to produce a 
DEM and five spectral orthomosaics in red, green, blue, red edge (RE), and near infrared (NIR). We 
trained deep neural networks with different input channel combinations to study the most effective 
learning method for inference. In the second experiment, we deployed a DJI Phantom 4 Pro equipped 
with an RGB camera, and focused on the spatial distribution of rock-trait histograms in a larger area.  
 
The subsequent figures further illustrate the main efforts and outcomes of the project. 
 
Two publications were produced summarizing this work and acknowledging the support: 

Chen, Z., Scott, T., Bearman, S., Anand, H., Keating, D., Scott, C., Arrowsmith, J R., Das, J., 
Geomorphological Analysis Using Unpiloted Aircraft Systems, Structure from Motion, and Deep Learning, 
2020 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems, peer-reviewed proceedings, 
submission 2107, accepted, 2020. 

Tyler Scott, M. S., Rock Traits from Machine Learning: Application to Rocky Fault Scarps. 
Arizona State University, August 2020. 
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Figure 1. A) Fault scarp with study areas indicated in blue boxes in the Volcanic Tablelands, eastern 
California. B) Hexrotor and C) Phantom 4 quadrotor UAS used for aerial mapping in the project. 
 

 
Figure 2. Topographic mapping and 3D view of fault scarp from structure from motion imaging. 
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Figure 3. Workflow representation 1: UAS and Structure from Motion (SfM) are used to produce 
orthomosaics and DEMs for subsequent processing (see Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4. Workflow representation 2:Machine learning and post processing to develop semantic mapping 
of rocks and their traits (e.g., figure 5). 
 

 
Figure 5. Illustrating of individually mapped rocks using the Mask-RCNN deep learning (e.g.,figure 4). 
Each colored rock is semantically separate. Those crossing seams of the tiles are bonded back together 
prior to post processing (Figure 6 and 7). 
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Figure 6. Closing a boundary on an identified rock. We assume that there are no holes in the rocks so this 
post processing step allows us to establish a containing bounding polygon. 

 
Figure 7. From the bounding polygon, we can fit an ellipse and determine the rock’s eccentricity, long axis 
orientation and effective radius (the three rock traits of our project outcomes). 
 

 
Figure 8. Larger view of the rock mapping in the study area (more than 12k rocks were mapped and 
characterized). 
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Figure 9. Detailed plotting of rock size traits along and across the fault scarp to begin to assess fracture 
processes which control the particle production. 
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